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Today’s parcel and e-commerce operations face unprecedented package volumes that challenge the
entire distribution puzzle, from last-mile delivery to automated systems inside the distribution center
(DC). These growing volumes mean increased product flow in the DC, challenging operations to find the
right singulation solution to convert bulk flows into a single-file stream of product ready for automated
sortation systems.
But with sourcing labor a continuing challenge for logistics operations, DCs cannot simply add more
labor to keep up with demand. MHS offers proven robotic and roller belt-driven solutions to automate
the singulation process, providing consistent performance and occupying significantly less space than
large controlled merge systems.

TOTAL SYSTEM
INTEGRATION
MHS draws on decades of experience
designing and integrating complex automated
systems to leverage automated singulation for
maximum value. With tried-and-true conveyorbased systems and emerging technologies
like robotics, MHS delivers the best-fit
technologies based on a comprehensive audit
of operations characteristics, including product
mix, packaging type, throughput requirements,
system footprint and more.
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ARB LARGE PARCEL SINGULATOR
Designed for high-throughput parcel operations, the ARB
singulator uses a series of roller belts that operate at
progressively increasing speeds to transform bulk flows
of packages into single-file streams. The singulator uses
computer vision to measure incoming flow, modulate
conveying speeds and cull side-by-side packages. An
integrated recirculation line reintroduces packages that are
separated at the side-by-side eliminator, while also acting as a
buffer to avoid overloading downstream systems.
• Capable of handling 12,000 parcels per hour
• Over 99% singulation accuracy
• Compatible with all packaging types, even flexible
packaging like bags

ROBOTIC SINGULATION SOLUTION
MHS combines advanced robotic technologies including
proprietary vision software and vacuum-based gripping to
automate the process of singulating items from bulk flow
to feed downstream sortation processes. Ideal for parcel
operations handling large quantities of small packages, the
robot picks individual items from bulk flow then properly
orients them in a single-file stream.
• Compatible with packaging found in e-commerce and parcel
environments, from rigid case to malleable polybags
• Performance matches or exceeds manual processes
• Minimal footprint and labor requirements

Ideal alternative to large, complex controlled
merge systems with a fraction of the floor space
requirements and cost.
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ABOUT MHS
Founded in 1999, MHS Global is a full-service provider of innovative material handling systems that
solve the challenges of distribution and fulfillment operations. We take a comprehensive, customercentric approach that includes custom engineering, design, manufacturing and turnkey integration
services. Our quality solutions leverage a broad range of controls and automated equipment, including
but not limited to sorters, conveyors, extendable loading and unloading systems. We provide complete,
responsive support to maintain systems for peak performance, with predictive analytics and local
technicians to maximize long-term value and return on investment.
MHS has a global installed base of over $6.5 billion for small to large projects in a variety of industries,
including e-commerce, distribution and fulfillment, parcel, third party logistics and outside integrators.

+1.502.636.0690
info@mhsglobal.com
mhsglobal.com
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